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Amplitude analysis of the K E+ system produced in the reactions n p +—E K+n and
n+n~E E+p at 6 GeV/c
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We have ~..'.rried out an amplitude analysis of the E E+ system produced in the reactions m p~E E+n and
m. +n —+E K+p using data from a high-statistics experiment performed with the Argonne effective-mass
spectrometer. Combining the results from the two reactions allows us to analyze the EK production amplitudes in

terms of their isospin-zero and -one components. We use phenomenological arguments based on t dependence and
on the expected properties of the P and D waves to resolve ambiguities; Our favored solution exhibits an
enhancement around 1300 MeV in the isospin-zero S wave produced by m exchange. In this solution the Argand
plot for the mm —+EES wave changes rapidly above 1300 MeV, consistent with a resonance at 1425 + 15 MeV with
width 160+30 MeV. We show that our solution is consistent with the features of neutral and charged EK systems
found in other experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

%e have carried out an amplitude analysis of
the E E' system produced in the reactions

7t p -E K'n

(2)

at 6 GeV/c. The data were obtained in a, high-
statistics experiment, using the Argonne effec-
tive-mass spectrometer, which yielded 110000
events from reaction (1) and 50000 events from
reaction (2).

The quantum numbers of the E E' system are
restricted to the series & =0"[S~(980),e(-1300),
5(980)j, 1 (cu, P, p), 2" (f, f', A&), 3 [&u(1675),

g], etc., where we have shown explicitlythe states
that are potentially important in our study. The
isotopic spinI of the E E' system can be either
zero or one, with its G parity given by (-1) ' .

Our motivation for studying EE production using
both reactions (1) and (2) arises from the obser-
vation that if we define Ao and A& to be the am-
plitudes for producing an I=O and I=1 E E' sys-
tem, respectively, in reaction (1), then the total
amplitude for this reaction is A(m p -K K'n) =A,
+A.&, while the amplitude for the reaction z p-E E n is Ao —A&. By charge independence the
amplitude for reaction (2) is the same as for the
latter reaction, namely A(m'n -K K'p) =Ap A~.
Using the standard symbols for the meson states
to represent the various amplitudes, we cm.
symbolically write the differential cross sections
for reactions (1) and (2) as

dt dM
= Is*+~+&'I'+ I@~p'I'

+ If+f,A, I'+ ~ ~ ~

where the superscripts —and + refer to reactions
(1) and (2), respectively, M is the K K' effective
mass, and t is the four-momentum transfer to
the recoil nucleon. Similar relations involving
interference between different spin states hold
for the various E E' decay angular-distribution
moments. Thus, comparison of ZE production
off p and n targets helps to separate the produced
EE system into its I=O and I = 1 components.

One of the major thrusts of this paper is to ar-
rive at a better understanding of the 4 =0"S
wave in EE, partly because recent analyses ' '
have disagreed sharply on the nature of this sys-
tem, but primarily because the S-wave states are
of central importance to quark-model spectro-
scopy. Morgan, ' for example, has classified the
scalar mesons into a nonideally mixed nonet with
a mixing angle of -68 . Taking the states to be the
5(980), S*(980), v(1250), and the &(1300), he

was able to obtain a self-consistent set of masses
and coupling constants. The large deviation from
ideal mixing and the approximate mass degener-
acy of S* and 5 are -not explained in the Morgan
scheme. Furthermore, possible additional 0"
states, such as the enhancement in &E near 1300
MeV discussed below and the &m ~-wave reson-
ance near 1500 MeV discussed by Estabrooks
et al. , are not readily accommodated in Morgan' s
classification. Jaffe has proposed an alternative
scheme involving two 0'' nonets. " In this model
the lower-mass states c(800), ~(900), S*(980),
and 5(980) would comprise a four-quark nonet,
while the states in the conventional QQ nonet
would lie in the 1200-1600 Me7 mass region.
This scheme ca.n accommodate possible new
states as QQ systems. However, ihere is no
direct evidence for a v(900) state, and its exis-
tence requires a. rather unconventional interpre-
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tation of the &m phase shifts. " In any case, a
more detailed understanding of the scalar-meson
spectrum above 1 GeV is needed in order to
distinguish between these models.

Two recent experiments have been carried out
on tPe reaction

7t p K@E~yg,

each yielding about 6000 events. Cason et al.'
used the Argonne streamer chamber to study the
reaction at 6 and 7 GeV/c, while Wetzei et al.4

used optical spark chambers at 9 GeV/c. Both
experiments observed a. sharp negative excursion
in the (F2O) moment of the KsK~ decay angular
distribution near a, mass of 1200 MeV; since the

&8&~ system ean only have even partial waves,
i.e., J =0", 2", . . . , this excursion was as-
cribed to SD interference. The authors of each
experiment performed an amplitude analysis of
their own data, in each case finding substantial
S wave in the 1200-1400 MeV mass region in
addition to the &-wave peak coming from f-meson
production. Although the experimental results of
the two groups are in excellent agreement within
the statistical uncertainties, the S-wave amplitude
found by Wetzel et al. appears quite flat in this
mass region, linking up smoothly to the lower-
mass S* region, while the amplitude found by
Cason et al. shows an enhancement in the 1300-
MeV region. Even though their analysis gave two
solutions and, with only one reaction under study,
could not directly observe isospin effects, Cason
et al. ascribed this enhancement to a relatively
narrow (I'=80 MeV) resonance with I = 1. With
our better statistics we have indeed confirmed the
existence of an enhancement, but find that the
effect occurs in the I=O S wave and is quite broad,
with no obvious resonant phase variation. '

Martin et al. ' have carried out a study of the
reaction

w p K%0+

at 10 GeV/c. This reaction is simpler than those
with & &' and &8&& in that only I= 1 && stat;es are
allowed, but more complicated in that both I =0
and I= 1 exchanges are allowed. These authors
observed a small enhancement in the 1300-MeV
region which could be either S wave or P wave
depending on which of two ambiguous solutions
is taken. By comparing the threshold behavior
of the two solutions, the authors argued for the
S-wave-dominated solution and thereby claimed
evidence for a'.I I= 1 S-wave structure near 1300
MeV.

We have previously presented discussions" 7

of the E K' amplitudes based on preliminary
amplitude analysis of our data for reactions (1)

and (2). In this paper we present the details and
results of our final. analysis, including the results
of all eight mathematically allowed solutions.
All but one of these solutions give amplitudes with
unexpectedly rapid variations in magnitude and

phase, as well as t dependences at variance with
those expected on phenomenologieal grounds.
The one remaining solution shows that the |.n-
hancement near 1300 MeV is a broad effect in
the I= 0 S wave, the I=1 S wave being small and
featureless. This solution is consistent with the
I= 0 S wave being produced mainly by one-pion
exchange, as might be expected, and also gives
small, but significant, P-wave amplitudes, con-
sistent with simple extrapolations of the p' and
(d Breit-Wigner tails.

The experimental method is outlined in Sec.
II. The method and results of our amplitude an-
alysis are presented in Sec. III, while Sec. IV
investigates the character of the mathematically
allowed solutions and makes physical arguments
for the favored solution. Section V compares
our results with those from the other EE experi-
ments, and Sec. VI presents our analysis of the
I=O S wave based on coupled-channel
unitarity constraints. Section VII summarizes
our results and conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The data for reactions (1) and (2) were obtained
using the Argonne effective-mass spectrometer
and a 6-GeV/c unseparated beam. The apparatus
is showninFig. 1. Theforward& and&'were mea-
sured with the sets of magnetostrietive-readout
spark chambers, K1 through K5; the spectrometer
magnet had an fB dl of 11.4 kG m. The threshold
Cerenkov counter C, vetoed reactions with fast
pions. No attempt was made to measure the re-
coil particles. A detailed description of the ap-
paratus, the trigger requirements, and the event
selection criteria has been presented in Ref. 1.

All events passing the selection criteria were
analyzed assuming that a particle-antiparticle
pair was produced along with a recoil nucleon,
i.e., that the reactions were of the type p p

A. A. 'z and p'n-A A'P. The square of the mass
of A. , M„', was then calculated, and theseM„'
distributions were used to define the K E'A' signal
region and to determine the background within
this region. This background consisted mainly of
events of the type ~'E-m z'X where both pions
failed to count in C„and events of the type g'~
-KK'(Xm). The former were studied using data
recorded without the C, veto requirement in the
trigger.

The data were binned in M and g, and the mo-
ments of the K K+ angular distribution were cal-
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TABLE I. Definition of the (Q;) moments.

(Qg) = (Fo) —1.167(F4)

(Qp) =1.167(Y4)

(Qp) =0.500(Fp) —0.373(Y4)

(Q4) = 0.569(Yp)

(Qp) = 0.500(Fg)
—0.509(Y p)

(Qp) =0.708(YI) —0.662(Ytp)

(Q p) ='0.912(Yp)
—0.372(Fg)

(Qp) = 0.854(Yp)

(Qp) = 0.904(Y4t)
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evidence that absorbed one-pion exchange (OPEA)
is the dominant mechanism. Consequently, we
have reduced the number of unknowns by ignoring
the A, and Z exchange amplitudes, on the grounds
that these can contribute only quadratically to the
moments, which have the structure ~L" '+ If ~'.
Similar assumptions have been made in analyses
of reaction (2)."

Certainly the basic features of the moments are
compatible with OPEA dominance. First, the

(Qp) moments in Figs. 2 and 3 show that S„P„
and Dp are dom inant amp l itud es, while I and D
show up only in the small interference terms
L L,. Second, the vanishing of the (F',) moments,
noted above, follows naturally from OPEA; in
the t channel, the I, amplitudes both arise from
the pion-exchange absorptive cut, with the result
that ~L ~'- L. '= 0." Both of these features
have been observed in the OPEA-dominated re-
action v p v v'n. " " In addition, the (Qp) mo-
ments of Figs. 2 and 3 exhibit the overall sym-
metries expected of one-pion e'xchange. The

TABLE II. The moments 0'(Q;) =—~4& (d &/dt dM)(Q;) in
terms of the KK production amplitudes L p, L, and L+.
In these expressions we use the convention that AB
—= RetAB ) with a summation over nucleon-helicity indices
implied, i.e. , AB:—Re(A B *)+Re(A~B~*). Also A:—lAt
= JA'I' [A~+I'.
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SD interference terms are similar in reactions
(1) and (2), while the SP and PD interferences
are approximately mirror symmetric. The sym-
metry patterns suggest that the S and D states
have a common isospin which is opposite to that
of the I' state; this is trivially explained by the
fact that pion exchange can produce only I =0
S and D waves and I = I I' waves. Deviations from
mirror symmetry can be explained by the B-
exchange amplitudes, which have opposite EK
isospin.

The assumption of OPEA dominance not only
constrains the nucleon-helicity structure, but
also suggests a parametrization of the t depend-
ences of the amplitudes. This is potentially impor-
tant in that our data are averaged over a coarse
t interval, t „& t &0.08 GeV'; the different t
dependences expected for L, and I can affect the
apparent coherence of these amplitudes as seen
in the L Lp interference terms. We have spec-
ified the form of the t-channel amplitudes as
follows":

v'- t
Spt =As s exp[Bs (f —p ')1, Sp= 0, (Va)

K K+ Mass (GeV)
FlG. 2. (Q;) moments for vp —KK n averaged over

the region IiI&0.08 GeV . The dots are the result of the
fit discussed in the text. The dominant amplitude con-
tributions to the large moments are indicated; see
Tables I and II for details.
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the region ) t) & 0.08 Gev . The dots are the result of the
fit discussed in the text. The dominant amplitude con-
tributions to the large moments are indicated; see Tables
I and II for details.

are listed in Table III. Hea. sonable variations
of these parameters have a negligible effect on
the determination of the dominant Sp Pp and

Dp terms.
The most problematic constraint in our analysis
that the A.x- and ~-exchange ampl]j. tudes, S

Pp, and Dp, are chosen tobe zero. As discussed
below, this constraint leads to eight discrete.
solutions, only one of which exhibits the expected
OPEA features. Thus, the constraint may be
regarded as a first approximation which is use-
ful for resolving ambiguities. Having chosen the
preferred solution, one can then always introduce
nonzero values for the L', waves according to a
model prescription, and redetermine the L
waves by fixing the (Q,) moment combinations.
Martin and Ozmutlu" have carried out this type
of analysis with our data; they find that the OPEA-
dominated Lp waves in our preferred solution
are quite stable against reasonable variations in
the A, - and Z-exchange L~ amplitudes. We dis-
cuss their analysis further in Sec. V.

Using the OPEA constraints discussed above,
we have fitted the nine (Qi) moments in each
K K' mass bin, to determine seven parameters
per bin, namely the magnitudes of the indepen-
dent amplitudes (S„Po, D„P't, and D't) and the
phase differences ps —pn and p —pn. This
analysis was performed separately for reactions
(l) and (2). Using the method of Barrelet zeros, "
four sets of mathematically allowed solutions
mere found for each reaction; these consist of
two solutions for the magnitudes of the amplitudes,
each of which has two solutions for the phases.
The results of the fits are shown in Figs. 2 and

3; all solutions for a given reaction gave essen-
tially the same fit to the moments. To first order,
the first five moments determine the magnitudes
of the three m = 0 amplitudes and the two phase
differences, while the remaining four moments
fix the two I = 1 amplitudes. 'The assumed para-
metrization of the amplitudes clearly provides a
good description of the experimentally measured
moments.

Figure 4 shows the intensities of Sp Pp and-

Do for reaction (2) for lf & 0.08 GeV'. The two
sets of solutions for lS, l' and lP, l' differ only

lP, I'= lP l'= lP" l" P' ', (Vf) TABLE III. Parameters used for t dependence of the
amplitudes.

D '=Dl'=D"'+D '
(Vg)

In the above t' =t —t „a,nd p denotes the pion
mass. It is further assumed that P and P, are
relatively real, as are D and Do. The slope
parameters (Bs, B~, etc )were taken f. rom.o~. ostudies'"' of dipion production, and their values

Bso
Bpa
BD
Bp
c~
BD

3.0 GeV 2

2.9 GeV
3.7 GeV
6.7 GeV 2

4.5 GeV 4

3.4 GeV '
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for M & 1200 MeV. Below 1200 MeV, where D,
is insignificant, there is only one solution for
the S and P waves and this solution shows a
large S* effect in the S, amplitude together with
a much smaller, but significant P, amplitude.
Above 1200 MeV the first set of solutions exhibits
an enhancement in the S wave near 1300 MeV
along with a smooth continuation of the small P
wave from the lower-mass region. The second
solution shows a sharp rise in P, above 1200 MeV
and a corresponding falloff of the S, amplitude.
There is only one D, solution (essentially fixed
by the ( Y~) moment) and it shows the expected
enhancement in the region of the f meson near
1300 MeV; we have discussed this D-wave am-
plitude in detail previously. '"

We show in Figs. 5(b) and 5(d) P '= P' '
+ )P" (' and )& ('= ~&' '+ ~D" t', respectively, for
reaction (2); the two ambiguous solutions give
similar results for these intensities, to within
errors. These m =1 values are small, being
typically a few pb jGeV', compared to the large
m =0 intensities which are -200 Itb/GeVs.

In order to determine which of the two sets
of solutions for reaction (2) is correct, we com-
pare with data on reaction (3), it p -KsKsn.
Since these two reactions differ in that X~K~
contains no L =odd waves, solution 2 with its
large P wave would predict a substantial differ-

IO—

i'des

lo I

~+n = K-K+p

10—

li

I.O 1.2

ih

ll

1.4

K K+ MASS (GeV)

IP I =IP
I +IP I

and ID I
=ID I +ID'.tI for

the reactions w p K K'~ and 71'~ K K'p.

\

2( Y,), „=(( Y',) —0.894 P ),,„
(8)

where we have neglected the small P, t' terms,
and the factor of 2 accounts for the unobserved
K~K~ events. In Fig. 6 we show the curves cal-
culated for the right-hand side of Eq. (8), using
our two ambiguous solutions, compared to the
result of Cason et al." %bile the K~K~ data are
consistent with the small P wave of solution 1,

ence between the two reactions, while for solution
1 the difference should be small. In particular,
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curve is the prediction for the KsKs (Yq) moment based
on the (Yt) moment from a'n K K'p using the small
P-wave contribution from solution 1, while the dashed
curve shows the prediction based on the large P p

am-
plitude of solution 2.

the large P wave of solution 2 leads to a gross
underestimate of (g Y,). We can thus rule out
this solution, leaving the solution with the S-
wave enhancement at 1300 MeV and the small
P-wave amplitude as the correct solution for
res.ction (2).

We show in Fig. V the intensities of Sp Pp,
and Do for reaction (1) for It I

&0.08 GeV' found

by our amplitude analysis. Again there are two
sets of solutions and these are qualitatively sim-
ilar to i;he solutions for reaction (2), although
the substantial quantitative differences do show
the presence of interfering E= 0 and I= 1 ampli-
tudes. Data on the reaction g'yg-K~Z~p could
determine the correct solution set for this reac-
tion, in the same way that data on the reaction
m p -&~&~n determined the correct solution for
reaction (2), but presently available data are not
sufficiently precise to discriminate between our
two solutions. " Given the similarity of the mo-
ments for reactions (1) and (2), one might expect
the solution with the large S-wave amplitude also
to be the correct one here. The m =1 intensities
for the two solutions of reaction (1) are again
similar to one another within errors and are
shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(c); these intensities
are small, with D„' showing a small enhance-
ment of -15 Pb/GeVa in the f Aa mass region. -

Since the amplitude analysis gives only rela-
tive phases, ps —pn and p~ —pn, we have as-

100

0.9 1.1 1.3 1.5 1.7

K K+ Mass (GeV)

FIG 7. $p Pp and Dp intensities for ~ p X K'g for
Itl& 0.08 GeV .

sumed a Breit-Wigner behavior for the D wave in
order to obtain an absolute reference phase. By
fitting the (Y4) moment with interfering f a,nd f
resonances, ' " and assuming an OPEA production
phase of 0' for the f, we have extracted the phase

yn shown in Fig. 8. Note that we have found Mac

production to be ciuite small for t
I

& 0.08 GeV',
and have ignored possible differences in the D-
wave phase between reactions (1) and (2). Since
the data only measure terms such as cos (y

I I

c)00

l.2 I.3 1.4 I.5 I.6

K K+ MASS (Gev)
FIG. 8. D-wave phase as determined by fits to the

(Y4) moment performed in Ref. l.
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—p ), each set of solutions for the magnitudes of
the amplitudes has two sets of solutions for ys
and y~. The two sets of phase solutions for
reaction (2) are shown in Fig. 9. The two solu-
tions for the S-wave phase determined by Cason
et gl.' are consistent with these solutions. One
solution exhibits a rapid rise for ps near 1300
MeV suggestive of a Breit-Wigner-type phase
variation; this solution also has a rapid phase
variation for p~. The other solution has both a
slowly varying S-wave phase and a slowly vary-
ing P-wave phase. For reaction (1) there are
four mathematically possible sets of phase solu-
tions, and these are shown in Fig. 10. Solutions
1A and 18 of Fig. 10 arise from solution 1 of
Fig. 7, while solutions 2A and 2B arise from

90 (I1)
PPOOQ

0

270
&'1'Ii xxx' Ii.&„ka„„xxx

X

solution 2. Solutions 1A and 2A have rapid, Breit-
Wigner-type phase variations near 1300 MeV for
both ps and p~, while the other two solutions have

slowly varying phases in this mass region.
Having determined the magnitudes and absolute

phases of the amplitudes for each of these solu-
tions, we can now extract the corresponding I=O
and I= 1 S-wave and I'-wave helicity-zero EE
production amplitudes:

S~,=- s(S, p+ S, „), Sq~ ——k(S, p
—S„„),

where S, ~ refers to S, for reaction (1), etc. Each
solution set for S„P„ps, and p~ from. reaction
(1) combined with each solution set from reaction
(2) gives one solution for the magnitudes and
phases of the I=O and I=1 S-wave and I'-wave
amplitudes. Since we have four mathematically
allowed solutions for reaction (1) and two solutions
for reaction (2) we obtain eight possible solutions
for the isospin amplitudes. There are, in fact,
four solutions for the magnitudes of the ampli-
tudes, each of which has two phase solutions, as
shown in Figs. 11-14. We have labeled the four
solutions for the magnitudes with Roman num-
erals I-IV, with the corresponding phase solu-
tions denoted by (a) and (b). Table IV gives the
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FIG. 9. 8-wave and P-wave phases for &'n K K P

for ItI& 0.08 GeV . The error bars for both solutions
are the same.

FIG. 10. 9-wave and P-wave phases for 7r p K K'n
for ItI&0.08 GeV . Solutions lA and 1B for gs and gz
arise from solution 1 of Fig. 7, while solutions 2A and
2B arise from solution 2 of Fig. 7. The error bars for
solutions 1A and 1B, and for 2A and 2B are the same.
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FIG. 11. Solution I results for the I= 0 and I= 1 S-wave and P-wave amplitudes for

1 f1 & p.ps GeV2. The curves super-
imposed on Pl &

represent the behavior for the I= j. P-wave amplitude if it were dominated by the high-mass tail of the
p meson decaying into K K'. The curves on PI 0 are an extrapolation of the co tail. Solution I(b) is the most plausible
of the eight solutions (see text).

correspondence between these solutions, which
refer to pure isospin states, and solutions des-
cribed above for the separate reaction amplitudes.
Solutions I and II arise from solution 1 of reaction
{I){large S wave near 1300 MeV), while solutions
III and IV come from solution 2 (large P wave).

The solutions shown in Figs. 11-14differ most
markedly in the mass region above 1200 MeV.

The characteristics of each solution in the region
1200 (M«(1400 MeV are summarized in Table
V. While the only high-mass structure in solution
I is the broad enhancement near 1300 MeV in

Sl o, solutions II, III, and IV exhibit additional
structures in two or more of the waves. All
of the solutions except for I(b) indicate rapid
phase variations in one or more of the amplitudes.
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FIG. 12. Solution II results for chef= 0 and I=1 8 wave and P wave amplitudes f-or ltt& 0 08 Gev . See Fig. 11 and

text for a discussion of the curves.
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FIG. 18. Solution 111 results for the I= 0 and I= 1 S-wave and P wave amp-litudes for I~I ~ 0.08 GeV . See Fig. 11 and

text for a discussion of the curves.

IV. RESOLUTION OF AMBIGUITIES

Given the eight mathematically possible solu-
tions, and lacking additional data from other
reactions such as m'n KsKQ, physics arguments
are required to distinguish the correct solution.
Taken together the physics arguments point very
strongly toward solution I(b) (derived from solu-
tions IB of each of the reactions separately).

To summarize these arguments, we note first

that solutions I(a) and I(b) are the only ones de-
rived from analogous solutions to the separate
reactions (cf. Table IV). It would indeed be un-
expected if the amplitudes for the two reactions
were radically different, but fortuitously happened
to give qualitatively similar observables. Solu-
tions I(a) and I(b) also have the desirable feature

that the even-G-parity amplitudes are much lar-
ger than the odd ones, as expected from OPEA

I CV
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FIG. 14. Solution IV results for the I= 0 and I= 1 S-wave and P wave amplitudes for lt-l& 0.08 GeVt. See Fig. 11 and
text for a discussion of the curves.
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'TABLE IV. Map showing how the eight solutions for
the I= 0 and I=1 8 and P waves arise from the various
& p K K g and &'n K K+p solutions.

I II III IV

(a} (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b)

x p solution 1A 1B 1B 1A 2A 2B 2B 2A
mg solution 1A 18 1A 1B 1A 1B lA 1B

dominance at small t. As discussed below, they
are the only solutions that exhibit reasonable t
dependence for the S and P waves, consistent
with the phenomenology of 71 and 8 exchange pro-
cesses. Solutions II(a) and II(b) are mathematical
inversions of solution I, in which the amplitudes
with B-exchange quantum numbers behave like m

exchange, while the amplitudes with m-exchange
quantum numbers have the characteristics of
B exchange. Solutions III and IV exhibit highly
anomalous t dependences in some of the ampli-
tudes. Moreover, as shown below, the S waves
for solutions III and IV extrapolate to completely
different values at the pion pole for reactions
(1) and (2), a behavior which is not allowed if
OPEA. provides any significant contribution to the
production mechanism. Finally, taking solutions
I(a) and I(b) to be the only reasonable choices, we
argue that only solution I(b) has acceptable phase
behavior; the P-wave phases in this solution are
consistent with the p and ~ Breit-signer tails,
whereas in solution I(a) all of the S - and P wave-
amplitudes exhibit rapid phase variations for
which no physical explanation is apparent.

%e nom discuss some of these arguments in
more detail, namely, the t dependence of the
larger amplitudes, the OPEA S-wave extrapola-

tion, and the parametrization of the smaller
amplitudes as Breit-signer tails.

200—

100—
(a)

1001 Tt p =K K n

b= 10.5+ 0.5 GeV

A. t dependence

Since the waves S~, and Pl y can couple to 7t

exchange, we would expect these amplitudes to
exhibit the steep t dependence for small t char-
acteristic of OPEA, roughly do/dt«e"'. On the
other hand, the waves Sz~ and Pl, can be pro-
duced only by G =+ 1 unnatural-parity exchanges
such as the B trajectory. Processes which involve
B exchange, such as m p —(dn and m P &,n,
are known to have a substantially flatter t de-
pendence, " ' roughly e'", and we would expect
SI, and &1~ to have a similar t dependence.

To determine the g dependence of the 8 and P
waves in our solutions, we have repeated the ampli-
tude analysis as a function of t in the mass region
1250 to 1450 MeV, where the solutions are ambigu-
ous. The D wave, which is known to be dominated
by z exchange in the reaction p p —

m z'n, "'"serves
as a calibration for the OPEA t dependence. The
slope parameters for x p -O'n and v p -fn in the
t-channel helicity-0 states are found to be very
nearly equal at 17 GeV/c. Extrapolating to our
energy, "we mould expect the D-wave production
slope to be -12 GeV~ over the range 0.04&1t1
&0.20 QeV'. The E E' D-wave intensities are
displayed in Fig. 15; exponential slopes of 10.5+ 0.5
and 9.5+ 1.3 GeV ' are observed for reactions (1)and
(2), respectively. These values are somewhat low,
but are reasonably consistent with the OPEA

SL= D Sl- ) PI =c Pl= (
Solution

(a) 135
(b) 30

230 200 125
-10 0 40

(a) 180 100
(b) 15 70

75 -90
90 270

'TABLE V. Approximate magnitude A of the amplitudes
averaged over ~t~ & 0.08 GeV at 1800 MeV, snd approxi-
mate phase changes &g of the large amplitudes from
1200 to 1400 MeV. The units are (pb/GeV ) and de-
grees, respectively. For comparison, the magnitude of
Dc is -15 (pb/GeV ) and the phase advance -80'.

b

50—

200—

100—
(bj

50—

0 0.10 0.15

it I (GeV )
2

2
IO, I 7T+n = K K+p-

b = 9.5+ 1, 3 GeVi
l

0.05 0.20

100
45

IV
{b)

160 110
10 60

III (a) 130
(b) 40

45 120
70 50

80 20
90 180

FIG. 15. ~DD( for the KK' mass region 1250&M&1450
MeV as a function of t for reactions (1) and (2). The
lines shown are fits to Ae"~, with the parameters b

shown in the figure.
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expectation.
The 1S)' t distributions of reactions (1) and (2)

in this mass region are shown in Fig. 16. We ob-
tain slopes of 16.5+ 1.6 and 4.6+ 1.2 GeV ', re-
spectively, for solutions 1 and 2 of reaction (1),
and 7.4+ 1.0 GeV ' for solution 1'of reaction (2),
fitted over the range 0.04& nfl &0.20 GeV'. Note
that the f distribution for reaction (2) is much
flatter than expected for OPEA, while for solution
1 of reaction (1) it is much steeper. The large
difference in slopes between the two reactions is
due to interference between the OPEA amplitude
SI 0 and the flatter 8-exchange S, , amplitude.
A simple average of the slopes, which projects out
the behavior of the dominant (Sl,la contribution,
is consistent with OPEA (-11 GeV ').

We have constructed the pure isopin amplitudes
corresponding to solutions I-IV as functions of t
in the high-mass region, and the resulting slopes
are summarized in Table VI. The I=0 S-wave
intensity from solution I is shown in Fig. 17(a);
the slope of this t distribution, fitted over the
range 0.04 & ltd &0.20 GeV', is 11.0a 0.8 GeV

200—

100—
x p~K K+n

I SOI SOLUTION 1

b =16.5+ 1.6 GeY

I

20—

100—
~ p~K K+n

I s, l SOLU~IO~ 2:
b= 4.6+1.2 GeV

20—

300—
200—

100—

y+n~K K+p
(c)

IS I SOLUTION 1

b=7 4 +10 GeV
1

50—
0.10 0.15

It I (GsV )

0.20

FIG. 15. !So!tfor the Kit mass region 1250&M&1450
MeV as a function of t. (a) and (b) are the two solutions
for reaction (1) while (c) is the only correct solution
for reaction (2). The lines shown are fits to Ae, with
the parameters 5 shown in the figure.

Solution Sg- p I'I- p

I
II
III
IV
Expected

11.0 + 0.8
flat

5.1 2 0.7
16.8 + 1.6

~]0

flat
11.0 + 0.8
16.8 + 1.6
5.1 + 0.7
-flat

flat
7.6 + 1.6

30.7+ 5.5
19.0 ~1.4

-flat

7.6 + 1.6
flat

19.0~1.4
30.7+ 5.5

10

in good agreement with the expected OPEA be-
havior. In contrast, the I=1 S wave from solu-
tion I, shown in Fig. 17(c), has a rather flat f
dependence with a turnover in the forward di-
rection. The dashed curves in Fig. 17(c) indi-
cate the t dependence expected for B exchange,
specifically p»(da/dt) for the reaction it p-ton
(Refs. 11 and 23) (we have plotted both s- and t
channel co-production cross sections, since it is
not clear which one is appropriate for predicting
the behavior of S-wave production). Although the
+-production cross section does not exhibit a for-
ward turnover, the B-exchange component of +
production (as opposed to the Z-exchange part) is
expected to vanish near t=O. We are mainly sen-
sitive to the S- and P-wave amplitudes which are
spin coherent with the D wave, namely the z and
B exchanges, and this presumably accounts for
the turnover in our-I = 1 S-wave amplitude. The g

distributions for solution II may be obtained by
interchanging the I= 0 and I= 1 waves of solution I.
Thus, solution II is a mathematical inversion of
solution I, with S, , having an OPEA-like t distri-
bution and SI p behaving like a B-exchange ampli-
tude, just the opposite of the expectation.

The f dependence of lP, J' for solution I is
shown in Fig. 17(b); the slope of 7.6+ 1.6 GeV '
is flatter than expected for OPEA (since the P
wave has a relatively small amplitude compared
to the S wave just discussed, it may well have non-
negligible contributions from other processes).
The I=0 P wave for solution I is quite small and is
consistent within errors with the slowly varying
shape of the helicity-0 w-production cross section
indicated by the dashed curve in Fig. 17(d). Again,
solution II represents a simple interchange of
I= 0 and 1 amplitudes, a mathematical possibility
which results in unreasonable g dependences.

The t dependences of the I= 0 and 1 S- and P-
wave intensities in solutions III and IV are shown
in Fig. 18 and are summarized in Table VI. These

TABLE VI. Slopes of the t distributions for the large
amplitudes averaged over the E E+ mass region 1250
&~&1450 MeV. The intensities were fitted over the
range 0.04&!t!&0.20 GeV to the form Ae t. Also shown
are the values expected on the basis of similar reactions,
such asf production for the OPEA amplitudes and ~ and
&& production for non-GAEA amplitudes. Units are
GeV 2.
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FIG. 17. The t dependence of the $- and P-wave intensities averaged over 1250&%& 1450 MeV for solutions I and II.
The dashed (dot-dashed) curves give the t- (z-) channel shape of the cross section pppdoldt(7r p ~n). The dashed curve
in (d) is normalized to the u ITK contribution to (PI e ~

. The solid lines shown in (a) and (b) are fits to Ae~, with the
parameters 5 shown in the figure.

solutions exhibit quite anomalous behavior. In
particular, note the slopes of 19.0+1.4and 31j:6

GeV ' for the P waves in these solutions. These
slopes are much larger than observed for any
normal peripheral processes, even OPEA, dif-
fraction, etc.

A summary of fitted and expected slopes is
shown in Table VI; only solution I, the solution
with the large I=0 8-wave enhancement at 1300
MeV, exhibits t dependences consistent with the
expected production mechanisms.

B. OPEA extrapolation

As a consistency check we have done an extra-
polation to the pion pole of ~S, ~' from the indivi-
dual reactions (1) and (2) for the mass region
1250& M &1450 MeV. If production is dominated
by OPEA, the correct solutions should extrapo-
late to the same value at the pole, namely

( a) l. ((tl +me ) d (T
(10)

Figure 19(a) shows a linear extrapolation for the
only possible ISeI' solution for reaction (2). The
value extrapolated to the pion pole is 24.4+ 2.4
p, b/GeV. Figures 19(b) and (c) show the extrapo-
lation for the two possible solutions for reaction
(1). Solution 1 extrapolates to 22.2+ 1.5 pb/GeV,
while solution 2 extrapolates to 4.0+ 0.7 )tb/GeV.
Evidently reactions (1) and (2) agree at the pion
pole only for solution 1. Thus, if OPEA is assumed
to be a significant part of the production mechan-

ism, then only solutions I and II, which are based
on solution 1, are viable, and solutions III and IV
can be rejected. Conversely, the agreement of
reactions (1) and (2) at the pion pole strongly
supports the hypothesis that the I=0 S wave
is dominant and is produced mainly by QPEA.

C. Extrapolation of the known resonance tails

As a further check on the validity of solution I,
we have calculated the behavior expected. for the
I = 1 P-wave amplitude if it were dominated by
the high-mass tail of the p meson decaying into
& K', with pKE coupling given by SU(3)." Both
the magnitude and phase expected for the I=-1

P-wave amplitude have been calculated, and these
are shown as the solid curves in Figs. 11-14.
Only our favored solution, solution I, is in rea-
sonable agreement with the predicted magnitude
up to 1400 MeV. The existence of a solution'in
agreement with the p tail has been previously
noted by Morgan. ' Requiring agreement of the
I=1 P-wave phase with the phase expected from
the p tail chooses solui:ion l(b), the solution with
slowly varying S- and P-wave phases in the
1300-MeV mass region.

The I= 0 P wave has the quantum numbers of the
If the K K' waves were given entirely by the

tails of the p and +, we would expect the ratio of
the amplitudes in the KE. channel to be

ap~-~.
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F&G. 18. The t dependence of the S- and P-wave intensities averaged over 1250&M & 1450 MeV for solutions III and
IV. The lines shown are fits to Ae+, with the parameters b shown in the figure.

where A (A,) are the ar(p) production amplitudes
measured inthe 3m (2m) final states; g„„-~. and

g„~-~, are the decay couplings, which are predicted
by SU(3) to be equal, assuming ideal mixing for the
vector nonet. The ratio of propagators becomes
equal at high masses, away from resonance, and an
adequate approximation above KE threshold is
P~ JP~, =AJA~.

From analysis of p-co interference in z z' pro-
duction, ' both the magnitude and phase of the
ratio A„/A, are known as functions of t. In par-
ticular, the phase of A„relative to A, is around
-60' for the t-channel m =0 amplitude for Itl &0.4
GeV'. The resulting predictions for the magnitude
and phase of P~, are indicated in Figs. 11-14
and Fig. 17(d). As with the p tail, it is clear that
the ~ tail is consistent with P,.„but only for
solution I(b).

An estimate of the I= 1 S-wave cross section
was made by Irving, "assuming that it arises
from the production and decay of the 5(980)
meson. For the region M &1200 MeV and ltl ~0.08
GeV' he predicts 0.08 p.b, in good agreement with
the 0.11+0.05 p,b given by solution I.

Thus, we conclude that solutions I(a) and I(b) are
the only solutions with phenomenologically sens-
ible behavior for the g- and B-exchange wolves,

and solution I(b) is unique in giving P waves con-
sistent with expected tails of the known vector
mesons.

V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER EE ANALYSES

The most intriguing feature of our favored so-
lution I(b) is the broad enhancement in the 1= 0
S wave around 1300 MeV (see Fig. 11). While it
is tempting to characterize this enhancement as a
resonance, the absence of phase variation in S~,
at 1300 MeV argues against a simple resonance
interpretation. The nature of this enhancement
is further clouded by observations from other
experiments. For example, Cason et al. ' have
argued that the S-wave t distribution in the reac-
tion p p-K~K~n is anomalously flat and that the
overall phase of the S wave would be =90' in the
1300-MeV region for g. p-exchange production
mechanism, not =180 as observed. They have
concluded that the S-wave enhancement does
not couple to pp, and have suggested that the effect
may be confined to the I= 1 state. In an analysis
which appears to support the arguments of Cason
et al. , Martin et al. ' have presented evidence for
an J= 1 S-wave enhancement around 1300 MeV in
the E E system produced in the reaction 7I p

K Ko~p.
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than the (IYK) S wave near threshold, indicating a
difference in production mechanism between the
two regions. To compare these mass regions, we

have performed a simplified analysis of the S
wave near threshold (1030(M (1100MeV) using
our data from reactions (1) and (2). The differen-
tial cross sections, which are well determined out
to

t tt = 0.4 GeV' (Ref. l), can be parametrized ade-
quately with S- and P-wave contributions. We
constrained the P waves to satisfy our parametri. —

zation for the p and co tails, and we fixed the rela-
tive phases of Sr=0 and SI= i from the small
amplitude analysis. The resulting S-wave
intensities are shown in Fig. 20. For comparison
we also plot the S-wave cross sections from solu-
tion 1(b) for the 1300-MeV region, together with
the distributions expected for p and B exchanges. ,

As in Fig. 17(c), the B-exchange shape is taken
from p» dv/dt for the reaction w p- ton

From Fig. 20 we conclude that tSI t' may be

I000

IOO

0'
0 0.2O

pn

IO

I tl ( Gev )

FIG. 19. Extrapolation to the pion pole of tSot aver-
aged over 1250 &M &1450 MeV.

ll

II

In this section, we examine the t distributions in
It K' and K+~ final states, demonstrating that there
are no unusual features that would undermine the
overall picture which we have established in Sec.
IV. We also compare our interpretation of the
S-wave enhancement with the KK amplitudes found

by Martin et al.' The explanation of the I= 0
S-wave phase in the 1300-MeV region is taken up
in Sec. VI.

A. Momentum-transfer dependence in (KK)
production

Cason et al.' argued that the 1300-MeV en-
hancement is produced with a flatter t dependence

O. I

I

0.2
I

0.3
I

0.4 0.5

I tI (GeV')

FIG. 20. The I =0 and &=1 S-wave cross sections in

the threshold region 1030&M & 1100 MeV (solid points)
and in the region 1250 &M & 1450 MeV (open points). The
solid curve is an OPEA fit to the I= 0 S wave using Eq,
(7a) in the threshold region (B&——2.9 GeV ); the dashed
(dot-dashed) curve is the shape of the t- (s-) channel
cross section for pope/dt(Tr p ~) from Ref. 23.
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FIG. 21. (a) OPZA slope parameters for the I =- 0 8
wave obtained from fits of the form given by Eq. (7a).
Note that we have plotted 28&, which is directly related
to the cross-section slope. The lowest-mass point rep-
resents dipion production (see Ref. 12) for Itl& 0.28
GeV . The two high-mass points are from fits to ISI o I

for Itl&0.2 Gevt. (b) OPEA slopes for reaction (2), Itl
& 0.2 GeV (this experiment) and reaction (2), Itl&0.5

GeV; data are from %'etzel et al. (Ref. 4) and Cason
eg aE. (Ref. 3).

slightly flatter in the high-mass region. However,
in terms of an exponential fit of the form do/dt
-Ae", the slope b changes from 12.1+0.3 GeV~
near threshold to b = 11.0+ 0.8 QeV ' in the high-
mass region, fitted over the range 0.04&ltl &0.20
GeV'. While a relative change in'slope of =10%
can certainly alter the mass spectrum significantly
at large t, it does not imply that the production

. mechanisms are different in the two mass regions.
To parametrize the cross sections more precise-
ly over a wider t range, as shown in Fig.20, we
have fitted lS~ ol' to the OPEA form of Etl. (7a}.
In Fig. 21(a) we plot the resulting OPEA Slopes as

functions of mass, including the slope for 8-wave
dipion production in the p region from Ref. 12.
%e see that the change in slope going from the S~
to the 1300-MeV region is less than the overall
slope difference between the yves. and 17K S waves.
The reason for the slope-mass correlation is
unclear, but the modest variation observed over
the EK mass spectrum does not suggest any dras-
tic change from OPEA production in the high-
mass region.

Figure 20 also shows lS~, , l' as a function of t,
both near threshold and in the high-mass region.
These data are consistent in shape with ~ pro-
duction in both mass regions, and do not exhibit
important slope-mass correlations. Note that if
w production can be taken as a guide, the I= 0 S
wave is likely to dominate over S, , for all mo-
mentum transfers (ltl &0.5 GeV') accessible to
present (IYA }'experiments.

Thus, we have shown that the I= 0 S wave has an
QPEA-like t dependence over the whole KE mass
spectrum. Regarding the argument of Cason
et al. ' that the EQz S wave in reaction (3) has an
anomalously flat t dependence around 1300 MeV,
we first note that reactions (2) and (3) should
exhibit the same S-wave behavior due to charge
symmetry. We have already shown that lSl' in
reaction (2) has a t dependence which is flatter
than OPEA in the 1300-MeV region (cf. Fig. 16),
and that this is due to constructive interference
between the I= 0 and I= 1S waves. However,
given the relative phases between SI, and S, ,
from solution I(b), we expect this flatter t de-
pendence to occur over the entire (Itic)c mass
spectrum for reactions (2) and (3), not just in the
1300-MeV region.

To search for anomalous t dependence in reac-
tions (2) and (3), we have again compared the t
distributions near threshold with those in the high-
mass region. Figure 21(b} shows the OPEA slope
parameters obtained by Wetzel et al;4 for reaction
(3); they indicate little if any slope-mass correla-
tion inlt+s production. Also shown are our OPEA
fits to the data from reaction (2} and to the Z+s
S-wave cross section of Cason et a/. ' These fits
indicate a modest slope-mass correlation for
reactions (2) and (3); this effect is probably due
mainly to the slope-mass correlation found for
the dominant I=O S wave [Fig. 21(a)]. Finally,
I ig. 22 shows the S-wave cross section in the
high-mass region obtained by Cason et al. , as a
function of t; compared with our data from reac-
tion (2) and the OPEA parametrization correspond-
ing to Fig. 21(b). As expected from charge sym-
metry, reactions (2) and (3) are consistent within
errors. Originally, Cason et al. reported a
rather flat slope for their data from a fit to lSI'
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FIG. 22. Differential cross section for the KRAK& 8
wave in the mass region 1220&M &1320 MeV from Ref.
3, together with the $-wave intensity obtained from our.
data on reaction (2) in the region 1250&M &1450 MeV.
The OPEA curve is based on Eq. (7a), with B&= 0.7
GeV

-Ae", namely, b =3.7+0.8 GeV~; their fit covered
only part of the t range (0.06( ~t~ &0.36 GeV'),
whereas the OPEA fit in Fig. 22 appears to be
adequate over the entire t range.

We conclude that there are no significant ano-
malies in the S-wave t distributions in any of the
(KK)o data The .dominant I=0 S wave shows a
modest slope-mass correlation, but this by itself
does not argue against QPEA dominance. The
smaller I= 1 S wave has the nearly flat t depen-
dence expected of a 8-exchange process, with
no indication of a slope-mass correlation. The
Sg p Sl-', interf erence results in a flatter t
dependence for both reactions (2) and (3) than
would be expected for QPEA alone. The flat-
tening is observed in both reactions, and there is
no evidence that it is confined to the 1300-MeV
region.

B. Comparison with (EE) production

In order to isolate the g = 15 wave, Martin et al.',
performed an amplitude analysis of reaction (4),
w p-K K'p, at 10 GeV/c. Their analysis illustrates
some important technical difficulties in dealing
with charged 17%production, which are absent in

the neutral mode. Recall that in (KK)o production,
the natural-parity-exchange (NPE) cross section
is small and easily removed. Furthermore, the
S wave accounts for nearly half of the cross sec-
tion, and OPEA dominates the unnatural-parity-
exchange (UPE) observables, anowing some sim-
plifying assumptions. By contrast, reaction

7t p =K K p {lo GeV/c)
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FIG. 23. "Large" and "small" waves from the ampli-
tude analysis of the S and P waves in m p K K p of Ref.
5. The curves represent extrapolations of the 1=1 5
wave in K K' (dashed) and of the 5=1 P wave associated
with the p tail (solid). Representative error bars are
shown for a few points,

(4) is dominated by NPE production of the A, . For
example, around 1300 MeV ZE mass, the UPE
cross section including the S wave is only -15% of
the total. ' Since NPE 3,'nd UPE amplitudes do not
interfere, the large NPE cross section must in
effect be subtracted off to expose the UPE compo-
nents. Within the UPE sector, only P, , can be
produced by m exchange. The I= 1 S and D waves
require B or Z exchange, along with possible I=0
exchanges (e.g. , q, D, E ). As a result, the
nucleon-helicity flip and nonf lip amplitudes are
likely to be equally important, and no simplifying
assumption of spin coherence can be made. Thus,
while the magnitudes of the amplitudes can be es-
timated, the relative phases cannot be determined
without a specific model for the nucleon spin de-
pendence.

Martin et al.' obtained two solutions for the mag-
nitudes of the UPE S, and I'o waves in reaction (4),
for the f range 0.07& ltl (1 GeV'. These solutions
differ essentially in the interchange of lS J and

~ P,~. As shown in Fig. 23, the "large" wave,
which they prefer to identify with So, shows a
possible enhancement around 1300 MeV. Note
that this enhancement coincides in mass with the

A, ; such a peak might be expected if there were
any feedthrough from the dominant NPE to the
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UPE cross section.
Using measured cross sections for p' production

in the reactions 7t'p-m'm'p, "we have calculated
the p -tail contribution to Pz, for reaction (4).
This p tail is depicted by the solid curves in
Fig. 23. We have also extrapolated the I= 1S
wave found in our analysis of (EK)c production
to 10 GeV/c, using + production to constrain the
energy and t dependence; this is represented by
the dashed curves in Fig. 23. Of course, due to
the OPEA dominance, SI, found in (ZK) repre
sents mainly the B-. exchange amplitude, whereas
in (ZK) both 8 and Z exchanges can be important
for the S wave. For brevity we will henceforth
refer to Sz., from (ZK)' as "Ss." Inspection of
Fig. 23 reveals two important features. First,
the threshold behavior predicted for S and I'
waves is very similar. Martin et al. originally
argued that the rapid rise of the "large" wave
above threshold provided evidence that it was
an S wave and not aI' wave. However, the p
tail is expected to show a sharp rise at threshold,
and consequently the threshold behavior cannot be
used to distinguish the S and P waves. Second,
neither wave agrees particularly well with the
predicted p tail. Owing to this discrepancy,
Martin and Ozmutlu" repeated the amplitude
analysis of reaction (4), this time fixing the P
wave to agree with the p tail. They found that the

p tail alone was too small to account for all of
the UPE S- and P-wave production, and that the
residual S wave is similar to the large wave in

Fig. 23, including the enhancement at 1300 MeV.
The t dependence of the large wave, "for 1.2

& My~&1.4 GeV, is shown in Fig. 24; to obtain this
t dependence, Martin et a/."fixed the "small"
wave at zero, but the results are quite similar if
the small wave is fixed by the p tail." Also
shown are the expected intensities for the p tail,
S~, and the A, production amplitudes. We note
the following features. (1}The large wave has f
dependence similar to the p tail (solid curve},
although the p tail, even with the expected S~ con
contribution added (dot-dashed curve), is too
small by a factor of 2 in cross section. (2) The
large wave has a much steeper t dependence than

Ss alone (dashed curve). Thus, if the large wave
is indeed an S wave, then it is not produced by B
exchange and cannot be identified simply with S~.
(3) The UPE A, production cross section found by
Martin et al." in the same analysis (dotted curve}
has the same t dependence as S~. Thus, the B-
exchange behavior consistently describes a variety
of UPE processes, including g p -A, p, p'n -A, p, '
m p-(dn, and SI y and I'I p production in reactions
(1)-(3). We know of no process, in which B and Z
are the allowed exchanges, that exhibits the steep

I I I

7t p K K p(IO GeYlc)

l0.0

O.l—

O.l

I
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FIG. 24. Momentum-transfer dependence of the large
wave in 7r p K K p from Ref. 28, together with cross
sections for I= I S and P waves ([SJ and [p[, respec-
tively) predicted from our K K' analysis. For compari-
son, the A.2(1310) cross sections from Ref. 16 are shown
for the unnatural ~(dotted curve) and natural (solid curve)
parity proj ections.

f dependence of the large wave. (4) The NPE pro-
duction cross section for A, in reaction (4) (top
solid curve) has a t dependence which is similar
to the large wave within errors.

Thus, a skeptical interpretation of the large
wave would be that it reflects the p and S~
contributions which are certainly present, plus
feedthrough from the A, NPE cross section; the
latter could account for the enhancement in the
large wave near 1300 MeV.

Taking the data at face value, Martin and
Qzmutlu" assumed that the large wave is in fact
theI=1.S wave, and ascribed its steep t dependence
to a dominant Z-exchange mechanism. " Using
their I= 1 S wave (Ss) as input, they reanalyzed the
6-GeV/c K K' data and found that some of the en-
hancement in the 1300-Me& region in our solution
I(b} could be attributed to Sa.

We have likewise repeated our amplitude analy-
sis of the 6-GeV/c K K' data as a function of KK
mass in order to see what effect a large S~ wave
would have on the determination of the S, , (S,)
and S, , (Ss) waves of solution I(b). We have also
extended this' analysis to the larger-t region, 0.08
& ~t ~

&0.20 GeV', where we might hope to see the
hypothetical I=-1 resonance in S~ as well as in S»
S~ increases with g relative to S„and should be
better measured at larger t (cf. Fig. 20}. In this
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analysis we parametrized the S~ contribution as
a Breit-Wigner resonance, normalized to agree
in magnitude with the large wave at 1300-MeV
IC K' mass (as in Fig. 23); Ss was extrapolated
from 10 to 6 GeV/c using a P» ' amplitude depen-
dence. For simplicity, the P.and D waves were
parametrized with smooth resonance contributions
from P, to, f, f', and Aao; the t dePendences and Pro-
duction phases of these waves were based on the
properties of solution I(b) discussed above, and on
analyses of A,' production in the (IYK) (Ref. 28) and
(3v) (Ref. 22) channels. We assumed that Ss does
not interfere with S, or S~ or with the P- or D-
wave amplitudes. While it is possible that the &
tail (PI.,) and the A,' wave (D~a, ) have some Z-
exchange component, the striking difference in g

dependence between these waves and S~, as
shown in Fig. 24, suggests that the co and A,'
waves are dominated by B exchange. In any case,
the (d and A,' waves are small, and the dominant
OPEA waves (PI, and Dl c) cannot interfere with

Ss. As a result, ISsI' must contribute incoherently
to the S waves in both reactions (1) and (2), thus
mimicking the effect of the I=O S wave. Further-
more, the observation of large SP and SD inter-
ference moments places a natural restriction on
the allowable amount of S~.

Figure 25 shows the solutions for IS~.,I
and

1St., I
in the two t intervals. The solid points

represent the S-wave magnitudes with S~ set
to zero; the open points show the ISI ol values
when S~ is constrained according to our extrapo-
lation of the K K' large wave (depicted by the
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with an additional Ss resonance,
shown by the solid curves, input in the fit; the solid
points are the amplitudes with $z constrained to zero.
The fits used the 6-GeV/c data from reactions (1) and

(2), with smooth pararnetrizations of the P and D waves.
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&
as functions

of K K' mass. The solid points denote ItI& 0.08 GeV,
the open points 0.08 &ItI & 0.20 GeV . These fits used
smooth parametrizations of the P and D waves, and $z
was constrained to zero.

solid curve in Fig. 25). As expected, only ISI
is affected by the inclusion of Ss; IS, , I

and the
S-wave phases are independent of S~, within er-
rors. The phases found for S, , and S, , are
shown in Fig. 26, where the two ] regions are com-
pared. Several conclusions can be drawn. (1)
8'ome of the enhancement in SI 0 at 1300 MeV can
be absorbed in the Sz contribution [Figs. 25(a)
and 25(b)). However, a strong shoulder persists
in ISt ol around 1300 MeV, regardless of the
choice of Ss. (2) Even at larger t [Fig. 25(d)],
there is no evidence for any clear resonance
structure at 1300 MeV in ISsl; moreover, Ss [Fig.
26(b)] does not display any Breit-Wigner phase
variation. (3) The S, , phase [Fig. 26(a)] is iden-
tical in the two g regions, within errors. Thus,
aside from the modest slope-mass correlation
discussed in the previous section, there is no

evidence that the SI c production mechanism (as
exemplified by its t dependence) changes in the

1300 MeV mass region. (4) Finally, we note that
the S~ wave shown in Fig. 25 is relatively large;
as might be expected, inclusion of this S~ contri-
bution results in decreased coherence between
the S wave and the P and D waves, and gives
significantly poorer fits.

To summarize, we cannot exclude the possibility
of an I= 1 S-wave resonance at 1300 MeV produced
by Z exchange, as hypothesized by Martin and

Ozmutlu. " However, the only evidence for such
a resonance comes from the rather marginal en-
hancement seen in the K K large wave in Fig.
23; we have suggested that this enhancement
might reflect feedthrough from the dominant A, -
resonance contribution in this channel. There
is no indication of Breit-Wigner behavior in the
I= 1 B-exchange S wave in K K', even at larger t
where S~ is more prominent. Moreover, inclusion
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of an S resonance does not affect the amplitudes
of solution I(b) in any way except to reduce the
1300-MeV enhancement in S~, by s15%. Thus,
the interpretation of the dominant EK S-wave am-
plitudes does not depend critically on our assump-
tions regarding Z exchange.

VI. INTERPRETATION OF THE I= 0 8 WAVE

0.50—

o 025—

7l TT = K K

The physical effects which are prominent in
the I= 0 KK S wave, namely the S*(980) threshold
effect and the broad enhancement at 1300 MeV,
also occur in p7t. elastic scattering, and one can-
not hope to understand the behavior of the pg
-IYK amplitude without taking into account the
unitarity constraints on the coupled-channel S
matrix. The relevant constraints are derived in
the Appendix to this paper. A popular approach
has been to fit the p7T-7t7r and p7r-EE data with a
unitary K-matrix parametrization, and search the
resultant T matrix for Breit-Wigner poles in the
complex energy plane. " Estabrooks' reported
such an analysis, using our data, in which the K
matrix was parametrized as a, sum of poles asso-
ciated with s(-800), S*(-980), and q(-1500) reso-
nances. Martin and Ozmutlu" analyzed the same
data with the inverse K matrix parametrized as a
smooth polynomial, but did not find Breit-Wigner
T-matrix poles. We have repeated these exer-
cises, with similar results. We find that a K-
matrix parametrization with simple poles tcf. Eq.
(A6)] does not give good quantitative fits to the
data, the reasons for which are explained in the
Appendix. On the other hand, the polynomial K '
matrix gives a good description in the physical
region, but does not extrapolate stably into the
complex plane. Thus, we have been led to a
somewhat different approach: We have tried to
understand the physical features of the observed
T matrix directly in terms of resonant and non-
resonant components constrained by unitarity.

We have extracted the gp-Kit". scattering ampli-
tude from solution I(b) using the extrapolation

1400

MASS (MeV)

FIG. 27. Modulus of the 7|71 E'E scattering amplitude
!T(ww ZEC)t from solution I(b).

by a rapid dropoff above 1400 MeV. The phase
g(wp-KK} is stationary over the lower half of the
bump, but rises rapidly above 1300 Me7. Using
a smooth inverse-K-matrix parametrization of
T(wv-KK), we obtain the Argand plot shown in
Fig. 28(a}. This plot indicates a Breit-Wigner
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where [T(nw-KK)[~ s is the unitarity limit. We
have chosen C=3.6 mb'& as found in S-wave di-
pion production, "and B~ consistent with Fig. 21;
we note that, if anything, T(vz-KK) may be under-
estimated with this choice of C. The resulting
magnitude

t
T(wn-KK)t is shown in Fig. 27; the

phase of T(vv-KK), denoted $(vm-KK}, is simply
the small-t I=0 S-wave phase shown in Fig. 26(a).

The 1300-MeV bump in the I=O S wave shows up
as a broad enhancement in tT(vm-KK)I, followed
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FIG. 28. (a) Argand-plot representation of 7.'(zz EE),
and (b) speed IdT (~~ -&&)IdM
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resonance loop, centered around 1425 MeV,
superimposed on a very large background ampli-
tude; the background, which is generated by the
S*(980}effect, has a -190 phase and diminishes
slowly with increasing mass. Figure 28(b) shows
the speed, ldT/dM I, for T(vw-KK). For a Breit-
Wigner resonance on a slowly varying background,
it is easily shown that ldT/dM I

is proportional to
the Breit-Wigner intensity. Thus, the speed
measurement indicates a resonance at 34~-1425
MeV with I"-160 Me7. From the diameter of the
loop in the Argand plot, we can also infer the
relative coupling of this object to gg and EK
~amely (~,~&)' = 0.3 to 0.4, where x, = I,/1".
This range of couplings is equivalent to 0.8~x
~ 0.9, g being the larger of the two branching
ratios, implying that the resonance couples asym-
metrically to the two channels; as discussed below,
the gp phase shifts suggest that it is the p~ rather
than the EE channel which has the larger coupling.
We will henceforth refer to this object as q(1425).

In principle, the IJ = 00 system c', an communi-
cate with channels other than 7jp and EK, in parti-
cular gg, pp, ~co, and pA, . Unfortunately, only the
gg and EK channels have been measured. It is
plausible that the pp, », and pA, channels are in-
hibited below 1500 MeV by limited phase space, and
in the case of pA„orbital momentum barrier
effects. As for the gg channel, there is no evi-
dence for any drastic effects near qg threshold in
either pg- gg or pp-ITE, in contrast to the strong
influence of the EK threshold on g71- pg. We
also note that the SU(3) widths for an e-like state
(i.e., a uu + ddquark configuration) would be
27:9:1 for the mm: ZK: qq channels, while for an
ss quark state, these ratios would be 0:9:4, assum-
ing the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka (OZI) rule. Thus, there
is some phenomenological justification for ig-
noring all but the p7t and EE channels, at least
below 1500 MeV.

The two-channel T matrix can be specified
with three independent parameters. Two of
these, the elasticity g and the sum of the gp and
EK elastic phase shifts 5,+ 5~, can be extracted
from the amplitude T(wv-KK) [cf. Eq. (Al)]. The
&7j phase-shift analyses "provide the third
parameter 5,. Measurements of the elasticity in
~z-m7t are redundant, and aside from consistency
checks, we have used wp-KE to determine g. In
contrast with our unique solution for pp-ITA,
eight discrete solutions for the pg phase shifts
have been obtained in the 1000-1600 MeV mass
region. Two representative solutions, A and 8
from Ref. 31, are shown as smooth interpolations
in Fig. 29(a); the other six solutions are variants
of A and B. Refinements of the A and 8 solutions
known as n, P, and P' were obtained by Pennington
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FIG. 29. (a) Smooth interpolations of measured g7t

elastic phd, se shifts from solutions A and 8 of Ref. 32
and p of Ref. 33; the dashed curve shows the phase
shifts predicted from our fit to P(gg -KK) with x, = 0.85.
(b) The measured phases, Q(z7t EK), together with
results of our fit. (c) Smooth interpolation of the KE
elastic phase shifts, obtained from the gz phase shifts
and y(~~ -KK).

and Martin, "and their soluti. on P is displayed also
in Fig. 29(a). A recent analysis of dipion produc-
tion from a polarized proton target, taking into
account the overall behavior of the 8, I', and D
waves, strongly suggests that the correct solution
must be close to P and P', rather than A, B, or o..'4
Figure 29(a) shows the "unique" phase shifts ex-
tracted from the polarized target data of Ref. 34,
and Fig. 30 compares the modulus of the pp- pg
S wave with the predictions of solutions A, 8, and

P using our determination of the elasticity q."
We see that solution p gives a satisfactory de-
scription of the polarized-target data, while the
slow variation of solution A can be ruled out
above 1400 MeV.

Comparison of Figs. 29(a) and 29(b) shows that
the q(1425} produces quite similar acceleration in
both 5, (solution P) and P(mw-KK) above. 1300 MeV,
implying that the &(1425) affects mainly 5„not
5» [note that P(wm-KK) = 5, + 5„]. Figure 29(c)
shows the EE-KE elastic phase shift 5~ ob-
tainedbysubtracting5, from&(vV-ZK). For solu-
tionP, 5~ varies little with mass except for the
rapid excursion near threshold, and does not
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FIG. 30. Modulus of the 7T7T 7T7r $-wave amplitude
(defined as ~T(I = 0)+ 3 T (I=2), from Ref. 34; the curves
A, 8, and p are predictions using the 7T7T phase shifts of
Refs. 32 and 33 and elasticity measured in 7T7T ZK.

show any e (1425} effect,' the slowly varying A-
and B-type phase shifts yield more variation in
5z. It is noteworthy that both the p and 8 mv

phase-shift solutions, irrespective of speed, ex-
hibit an overall phase advance of = 100' in the
1200-1600 MeV region, similar to the = 100'
advance found in Q(wm-KK}; for both solutions,
this advance in 6, is accompanied by a net change
of =0 in 5„. Thus, while the speed behavior of
solution P needs confirmation, the measured
phases naturally suggest a predominantly 7Tm

coupling for the c(1425).
The phase P(ww-ZK) alone is sufficient to

determine the &(1425) mass and width. If we
decompose the T matrix into a resonance contri-
bution T~ and a unitary background T~,

T= T~+ T~,

then unitarity provides the relation

y(vm-KK} =5"+ 5', + 5'„
where 5„and 5~~ are the background phase shifts
associated with T, and 5~ is the phase that would
apply to a background-free Breit-Wigner reso-
nance, namely 5~ =arg(M„-M+il'/2) [cf. Eqs.
(A14) and (A15)]. Using a smooth parametrization
of the background phase shifts, as discussed be-
low, we have fitted p(vm-KK) to obtain M„=1425
+15 MeV and I'=160+30 MeV; this fit is shown by
the curve in Fig. 29(b}. We can also predict the mm

phase shifts from this fit. For a predominantly pp
coupling, the m~ phase shift is equal to the quantity

6"+6, within a small deviation which depends on
x„ fcf. Eq. (A19a)]. The dashed curve in Fig. 29(a)
shows the prediction for x„=0.85. We emphasize
that this curve, which is similar to solution P, is
derived from g(vm-ZK) and is not the result of a
fit to the mm data. The curves overshoot both of the
measured phases Q(mm-KK) and 5, at high mass-
es; however, this is a region in which both T(mm- mm) and T(mm-RK) are small in magnitude, and

the other neglected channels (e.g., pp, mao, vA, }
may be growing in importance.

A consistency check on our analysis is provided
by the E matrix. Rather than fit the T matrix in
terms of a K-matrix parametrization, we can in
fact determine the K-matrix elements at each
mass from the measured T -matrix parameters q,
5„and 5r. The result for the quantity Det(K '} is
shown in Fig. 31. This determinant must vanish
at the location of a K-matrix pole, and we find that
all mm phase-shift solutions require such a pole
near 1400 MeV. This K-matrix pole is clearly as-
sociated with the c(1425}, and the absence of other
zeros in Fig. Sl suggests that the e(1425) is the
only I= 0 S -wave resonance in the 1000-1500 MeV
mass region.

We now turn to consideration of the background
under the c(1425}resonance, since some qualita-
tive understanding of this background is needed to
explain the intensity patterns in the observed T

3.0
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~ 1.0—
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~~~ gOOOO
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-10—

1600
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FIG. 31. Determinant of the inverse E matrix for 7T7T

solution p, using measured T(7T7T XK) and 7T7T —7T7T

elastic phase shifts as input. Other 7T7T solutions give
similar behavior.
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r', /2
T (ZK -R'K ) (15a)

jumps to the top of the Argand plot as I"~ increas-
es, tracing out a negative phase shift for M& M~,
the overall phase of T(KK-KK}, as distinct from
the phase shift, is given by 5~ and is essentially
constant. Qne difficulty with this representation in
terms of a~ery bro~ Breit-Wigner resonance is

matrix. In addition, the nature of the S* effect is
of interest in its own right. We first recall that in
Morgan's model of the mm- mm amplitude, ' three
ingredients were needed to explain the mm phase
shifts, namely an S*(980) Breit-Wigner resonance,
an 6(=1300) resonance, and a constant background
phase shift, 50, = 30'. The S*,(980), with a width of
order 200 to 300 MeV, accounted for the 180' phase
advance of 5 in the region 900-1100 MeV [cf. Fig.
29(a}], while the very broad e (=1300) accounted for
the =100' phase advance of the A- and B-type solu-
tions between 1200 and 1600 MeV. The background
phase shift 5', was needed to explain the large mm

phase shift observed in the p(770) region. The
combination of 5' with the e(=1300) tail caused the
mm amplitude to sit near the top of the Argand plot
in this region, and explained the fact that the S*
causes a dip, rather than a peak, in the mm intens-
ity. (The S* drives the ww amplitude to the bottom
of the Argand plot. )

If we replace Morgan's c (=1300) with the narrow-
er e (1425), then the same picture can still explain
the mm phase shifts, provided that the background
phase shift 50 is increased to around 60' [the
e (1425) is too narrow to build up 5„ in the p(770}
region]. However, in extending this description to
the KK channel, care must be taken in parametriz-
ing the S* effect. The S* clearly acts like a rela-
tively narrow (I'~ = 200 MeV) Breit-Wigner reso-
nance in mm- mm, below KK threshold. However, if
the S* is a Breit-Wigner resonance, its width must
be very large above KK threshold. Using the same
arguments that we have applied to the e (1425), the
ww-KK phase is given by p(ww-KK) =5~ +5o in the
threshold region, where 5 is the S* Breit-%igner
phase [5w =arg(M~ -M+iI', )]. Since p(ww-KK} is
constant or slowly falling above KK threshold [Fig.
29(b)], we conclude that 5~ is stationary and that
I'~ must be much larger than M~ -M for M& 1300
MeV (i.e., I ~ is effectively hundreds of MeV)."
This inconsistency of P(ww-KK) with narrow
Breit-Wigner behavior was noted by Martin and
Ozmutlu. " If the S* is regarded as a very broad
resonance, then the rapid excursion of the KK
elastic phase shift to -90' in Fig. 29(c) can be
viewed as a consequence of the very rapid increase
in F(S*-KK) above KK threshold. Specifically,
the elastic ZK amplitude defined by

that the amplitude for mm-KK,

(15b)

should approach the unitarity limit
~
T(ww-KK)~

= 0.5 at a mass where I'~ = I"~~; however, the ob-
served maximum value is

~
T(ww-EYK)~ - 0.4 (Fig.

27).
An alternative description of the S* which better

matches the data is in terms of a KK virtual bound
state. The parametrization we have chosen is
equivalent to a pole-free K matrix with strong
coupling between mm and KK, namely

0Ss (ww ww)
qs qr 2&a„

Qg- Cz

S'(KK-KK)= q 'q",
Cg —~z

(16a)

(16b)

(1Vc)

The unitarity phase in Eqs. (17), 8 (=8, + 8x), pa-
rametrically links the measured intensity with the
S* background intensity. Note that the background
phase shifts do not enter the intensity expressions
at all. Figure 32 displays the geometrical relation
between the components T, T~, and T~ for the mm- KK amplitudes.

where qx-i~ qw~ below KK threshold, and q~ de-
fines the complex position of a sheet-0 pole in the
S matrix. The expressions for 5'„and q~ in terms
of the three K-matrix elements are given in Ref.
8. In our fit to Q(ww-ZK) we have used 5'„- 60' and
q~- -0.06+0.14i (GeV}; the background phase
shifts, 5~ and 5' in Eq. (14), are sensitive mainly
to 5', and Im(q„). Similar constant-K-matrix pa-
rametrizations have been used by other authors to
describe the S* effect in mm- mm." We emphasize
that the S matrix in Eq. (16) has only a single
sheet-0 pole, which induces Breit-Wigner behavior
in mm- mm below ZK threshold. This parametriza-
tion describes the behavior of g(ww-R'K) and 5x in
a natural way, and does not require

~
T (ww-KK)~ to

reach the unitarity limit above ZK threshold.
The physical quantities which are not determined

by the fit to &f&(ww-RK), but appear instead in the
modulus

~
T(ww-IYK)~, are the e(1425) relative

coupling (x,xw}'~' and the S* background intensity;
the latter ls mainly sensitive to Re(q~) ln Eq. (16)~

Specifically, the moduli for T(ww-RK) and for the
background and resonance components T~ and T"
can be expressed in terms of the Breit-Wigner
phase 5 [known from the fit to Q(ww-ZK)] and the
coupling (x,xx)'~' as follows [cf. Eqs. (A14)]:

[T(ww-KK)[ =(x,x„)'~'~»n(5 +8}~, (17a)

~

Tw (ww -KK) [
= ( x,x„)' ' sin8, (1Vb)

~
T (ww-&K)~ =(x,xx)'~'sin5
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Im{T(2}

Re(T(2 }

FIG. 32. Decomposition of the cross-channel .ampli-
tude T~2 for a two-channel T matrix, into resonance
contribution T&» and background TB&» corresponding to
the unitary solutions of Eq. (A7). For fixed ITst2I, there
are two solutions (Tg2+ and T~2 ) for T~2, which corre-
spond to the unitarity phases 8 and 7r- 8 (8= 8(+ 82)
assigned to the T+&2 contribution. . The resonance phase

is given by Arg fM&- M+ j1&/2] and 6& + 5 is the
background phase.

The broad enhancement at 1300 MeV in»-&&
(see Fig. 27) can now be understood as a shift of
the e (1425) peak caused by the large background.
For zero background, we would have 8 =0 [cf. Eq.
(17b)].and T (vm-ZK) would peak at 5n = 90' from
Etl. (17a), as expected for a pure Breit-Wigner

resonance. However, for nonzero background 8 is
positive, and in general the combination 8+5" goes
through 90' at lower mass, generating the maxi-
mum in I T(»-&K)I Note that if 8 and I T'I «1
with mass, as expected for the S~ background, then
the combination 8 +5" tends to remain stationary,
leading to an enhancement which is broader than
the e (1425) width.

These considerations are illustrated in Fig. 33.
Lacking a unique prescription for the background
intensity, we have considered a range of solutions
for I

Ts
I and (x„x„)'~', using the parametrization

of Etl. (16) and allowing Re(qn) to have a linear
mass dependence. Figure 33(a) shows a typical
solution for the contributions of I

T"I and IT I to
I T(»-ZK)I; the measured values of (x,xx)'~ for
this choice of I

TsI are plotted in Fig. 33(b). Fig-
ure 33(c) shows the angles 8 and 5". The combina-
tion 8 +6~ goes through a broad minimum around
1300 MeV, generating the maximum in I T(»
-KK)I. The mass dependence of

I T(»-ZK)I owes
as much to the variation of 8 as it does to the
Breit-Wigner behavior of 5", and consequently the
shape of the»00-MeV enhancement is not well
correlated with the properties of the e(1425).
Given the uncertainty in

I T I, we can only place
limits on the relative coupling 0.28 ~ (x,xx)'
~ 0.40. Note that the lower limit is dictated by uni-
tarity, since

I
T(» -KK)

I

- (x,xx)' must be satis-
fied, at least in the vicinity of the resonance [,cf.
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FIG. 33. {a) Moduli of the amplitudes T(x& ZE'), T (7rm ~ZX), and T+(7(7( ZX) for a typical parametrization of the
background Ts; (b) coupling of the e(1425), (x~x&) ~ obtained from measured values of IT(vv ICK)I for the same back-
ground as in (a); the curve shows the behavior expected for a constant coupling using the formalism of Ref. 38; (c) uni-
tarity phase 8= 8~+ 8&, and Breit-Wigner phase 6+ for amplitudes shown in (a), together with 8+ 6+; (d) background
phase shifts 6~ and 5~&, from the fit to Eq. (16), together with (53+ 6E=- Arg(T~&&(mm JYE)).
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Eq. (17a)].
As noted in the Appendix, there is a discrete

ambiguity in the solutions for the unitarity phase,
corresponding to the possible solutions 5"+0 and
w —5s —8 for Eq. (17a}; the quadrant choice affects
the value of ) T (ww-KK)[ [Eq. (171)]. For rea-
sonable values of (x xw)'I2, one of these solutions
requires Ta(ww-KK) to go through the origin
around 1300 MeV, and this can be dismissed as
unphysical. The solutions which survive have 0 in
the range 0 & 8 & w/2, and as discussed in the Ap-
pendix, this implies a positive relative coupling of
e(1425) to ww and KK.

One unattractive feature of our solution is that
the coupling (x,xw)'~' falls with mass, whereas for
x, »x~, we would expect the opposite behavior.
However, the increase of (x,xw}'I' near threshold
is a unitarity requirement [(x„xw)'I' ~

~
T (ww

-KK)~ ], and it is in general not possible to insist
on phase-space;behaved widths in the presence of
a large background. As noted in the Appendix,
simple K-matrix parametrizations of the e (1425}
would require even more complicated and apparently
unphysical behavior for the partial widths. Novo-
seller" has suggested a modification to the form-
alism that we have adopted, in which the resonance
couplings are redefined by a unitary transformation
which makes them independent of the background
parametrization (see the Appendix}. The curve in
Fig. 33(b) shows the mass dependence expected for
(x,xw}'~2, using a constant relative coupling
(x',xw)'I'=0. 24, where x'„, xw refer to the partial
widths as defined in the Novoseller scheme. The
observed increase of (x,xw)'I' near threshold is
explained at least qualitatively.

The prediction for the intensity in m~- mm is
straightforward and is essentially identical with
that for solution P, indicated in Fig. 30. As in ww

-KK, the intensity peak in wm- mm occurs below
the c (1425) resonance. Like the S* effect, the
e (1425} sits on a large background (5a = 60'), and
consequently drives the 7t'm amplitude to the bottom
of the Argand plot, causing an intensity minimum
around 1500 MeV. We note that the Km S-wave
phase shifts" behave in an analogous fashion, with
an increased speed abave 1400 MeV and an intens-
ity minimum at =1600 MeV. Thus we surmise that
the e(1425) and the a(=1500) (Ref. 9) are related
phenomena (i.e., members of the same scalar
nonet} while the strong background amplitudes may
be four-quark phenomena as discussed in Refs. 10
and 11. In particular, the interpretation of the $*
as a ZK bound state suggests that the S* is not a
simple QQ system.

To summarize the properties of the e(1425), we
have obtained M =1425+15 MeV, F=160+30 MeV,
and 0.28 & (x„x„)'I'& 0.40, with a positive relative

coupling for w7t and EK. The magnitude of the cou-
pling is uncertain because it is strongly correlated
with the background intensity, which can be con-
strained only by smoothness requirements. We
have hypothesized that the coupling is mainly to mm

(x, = 0.85}, but this requires confirmation of the
speed pattern observed in solution P for ww —ww.

Assuming the OZI rule, a nonstrange I =0 QQ state
(i.e., uu+ dd) with phase-space-behaved widths
would have a coupling (x,xx)'I'= 0.40, while a pure
SU(3) singlet such as a glueball would have (x,xw)'I'
= 0.50; the latter is certainly incompatible with the
data.

VII. SUMMARY

We have carried out an amplitude analysis of the
K K system produced in the reactions m p
-K K"n and w'n-K K'p at 6 GeV/c. The data
were obtained in a high-statistics experiment using
the Argone effective-mass spectrometer. Combin-
ing the results from the two reactions has allowed
us ta separate the KK production amplitudes into
their I=O and I =1 components.

Starting with coherence assumptions based on
absorbed pion exchange, we have obtained four
discrete sets of solutions for each reaction, and
we have combined these pairwise to form discrete
sets of isospin amplitudes. Some of the solutions
were eliminated; first by comparison with data
from the channel w p-KwKwn (the reactions w'n
-K K'p and w p K K'n were assumed to satisfy
charge symmetry); second, by the requirement
that the S waves in p p -K K'n and p'z-K E'p ex-
trapolate to the same value at the pion pole. The
solutions eliminated by the second criterion also
exhibited unphysical properties in the correspond-
ing isospin amplitudes (i.e. , very steep t depen-
dences and considerable mass structure). Of the
isospin solutions that passed these criteria, only two
showed physically reasonable t dependences in the
SandPwaves, thatis e ' 'behavior for the 7|-ex-
change waves (the I= 0 S and I= 1 & waves), and
e ' behavior for the 8-exchange terms (the I=1 S
and I=O P waves). Selection of the final, unique
solution was based on the behavior of the P waves, '

the accepted solution exhibits phases and moduli
close to those expected for the tails of the p(770)
and ~(783) resonances.

The only important structures in the final solu-
tion occur in the I =0 S wave, namely an S* peak
near 17K threshoM, a broad enhancement around
1300 MeV, and a rapid phase advance above 1300
MeV. No significant structure is seen in the I =1
S wave for

~ t~ & 0.20 GeV, although we emphasize
that our analysi's is sensitive only to that part of
the I =1 S wave which is produced coherently with
w exchange (i.e., to the B- exhcnag epart).

Although our experiment is unique in providing a
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direct determination of the isospin structure in
(ZK)o, there has been sharp controversy over the
isospin of the 1300-MeV enhancement, and we have
tried to examine critically the issues raised by
other KK experiments. Cason et al.' have argued
that the 1300 MeV structure in m p-K~K~n is pro-
duced with anomalously flat t dependence and have
speculated that this enhancement has isospin one
(e.g. , B -exchange production}. We have shown that
the charge-symmetric reactions m p-KK'n and
&+n-K K+P do indeed exhibit flatter t dependence
(e ") in the S wave than would be expected for pure
r exchange. How'ever, this effect is simply due to
constructive interference between the I= 0 and I = 1
$ waves, which increases with t. In the reaction
m p-K K n, where this interference enters with
opposite sign, the S-wave cross section is ob-
served to fall much more steeply (e '") than 7( ex-
change. The pure I=o S wave from our amplitude
analysis has in fact a t dependence quite consistent
with }( exchange (e "'). Although there is a =10%%ug

decrease in the I =0 S-wave slope in going from
threshold to the 1300-MeV region, this effect
seems too small to warrant speculation about non-
m-exchange effects in this wave.

Martin et al."'2' have claimed evidence for an

I=1 $-wave enhancement at =1300 MeV in the re-
action m p-K K P. There is an inherent ambiguity
in this reaction in that the S and P w'aves can only
be distinguished by appeal to SU(3) to obtain the
expected magnitude of the p(770) tail. Their solu-
tion for the S wave has a t dependence similar to
that expected for the p(770). However, they have
attributed this steep t dependence to a dominant Z-
exchange production mechanism; if correct, their
Z-exchange S wave should also contribute incoher-
ently to the charge-exchange reactions m p-K K+n

and r'n K K'P. We have found that inclusion of
such a resonance in our analysis, while leading to
worse fits,

'

would reduce the I =0 $-wave amplitude
in our favored solution by & 15%%uo, but would not af-
fect the I=0 $-wave phase or the I=1 8-exchange
S-w'ave amplitude. In particular, the latter ampli-
tude, which is statistically better determined in
both phase and modulus than the K K $-w'ave solu-
tion of -Martin et al. , shows no sign of a resonant
structure. In any case, our conclusions on the na-
ture of the I=0 S wave would not be significantly
changed by the presence of the hypothetical I= 1 Z-
exchange enhancement.

We have tried to interpret the I =0 S w'ave in
terms of a ~w and ZK coupled-channel S matrix.
From the behavior of the mm-KK Argand plot, the
pole structure in the coupled-channel K matrix,
and in particular the mm-KK phase, we have de-
duced the existence of a Breit-Wigner resonance
w'ith mass 1425+ 15 MeV and width 160+ 30 MeV.

This appendix summarizes the unitarity con-
straints on the addition of Breit-Wigner and back-
ground amplitudes, and shows the precise connec-
tion between K-matrix and 7-matrix poles. To
establish conventions, we define the usual two-
channel S and T matrices:

2~ &i

S(}},5„5,) =
2)Z/2 i((}i+ 52}

'(] 2) &~2 ~(~z+ V
2jg

(A1)

The m' phase shifts of Martin and Pennington" and

the "unique" mm amplitudes of Becker et al. '~ sug-
gestin, dependently that this e (1425) state is a large
effect in mm elastic scattering, although better data
are needed to confirm the behavior of the elastic
phase shift in the region 1350-1500 MeV.

We have estimated the coupling strength of the
e (1425) to the }(}(and IYK chani}els to lie in the
range 0.28 & (x,xz)'i' & 0.40, with a positive sign
for the relative couplings. The coupling appears to
be consistent with that of an I= 0 (Hu+dd) (luark
configur ation, assuming the Okubo-Zweig-Iizuka
rule. However, the coupling strength cannot be
uniquely determined without a specific prescription
for the S*-related background intensity. We have
show'n that the S* itself does not behave like a nar-
row Breit-Wigner resonance, and consequently
prescriptions for the S* intensity are not w'ell con-
strained. By comparison of the mm and KK phase
shifts, we have shown that the $* is best described
as a virtua& bound state of the KK system. As
such, the S* may be expected to produce a large
background that falls slowly with mass; via uni-
tarity this background causes the e (1425) peak to
shift down to =1300 MeV and causes substantial
broadening of this enhancement.

We have speculated that the e (1425} is closely re-
lated to the z(=1500) (Ref. 9) found in the K}(S
wave, owing to the similarity between the m& phase
shifts predicted from our analysis and the mea-
sured K71 phase shifts. This suggests the exis-
tence of a nonet of quark-antiquark scalar mesons,
although the I =1 and hidden strangeness states re-
main to be identified in the 1300-1600 MeV mass
range. The backgrounds, namely the S* effect and

the strong }(}(amplitude in the p(770) region, and

the analogous background in the Km S wave below
1300 MeV, could plausibly be regarded as four-
quark states as suggested by Jaffe and Low.""
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S(q, 6„6,) =1+ 2i T . (A2)

The $ matrix satisfies the unitarity consL;raints

S ~ S*=1. (AS}

)S/2 „
K;(= ' 2') K);, (A6)

K being the reduced K matrix.
There is a simple connection between a K-matrix

pole and T -matrix Breit-Wigner behavior. Writing
K as a sum of background plus pole,

We define the real, symmetric K matrix by the
relation

(A4)

where the K matrix has the usual threshold behav-
ior

trary, and the relations betw'een resonance and
background of Eqs. (A8) depend on the requirement
that T itself is taken to be a unitary matrix.
Moreover, if the K matrix were a sum of two poles
(i.e., if the background were resonant), the Breit-
Wigner properties of the T -matrix resonances
would depend on which one was designated as back-
ground; interchanging the tw'o poles would result
in different mass and width parameters, not just an
interchange of the resonances, in Eq. (AV). How-
ever, consideration of practical cases shows that
the differences would in fact be slight, and the re-
quirement of smooth Breit-Wigner parameters
would naturally lead to a unique decomposition in
Eq. (AV}. See Ref. 41 for further discussion.

Since the K matrix is not known a priori, it is
useful to eliminate the parameters y; and Mo
from Eqs. (A8); using Eqs. (A2}, (AS), and (Agb)
we obtain~K. . =K . +K„K„+

0

w'e obtain a T matrix with the form

kgb;
M„M-ir-/2 '

(A6}

(A7)

h-S' h* (A9)

where S (qe, 5, , 5, ) is the S matrix corresponding
to T . The solutions to the tw'o complex equations
implied by Eq. (A9) have the form4'

Note that the parameters in Eq. (A6) are real,
while Te and h, in Eq. (AV) are complex. Denoting

y and 5 as the column vectors made up of y, and

h, , respectively, the elements in Eqs. (A6) and
(AV} are related as follows:

se,.+s,. (I /2)g2

where the unitarity phases 0,- are given by

2xj 1 + lgjpcos28, =
&X~'gg

(A10)

(All)

(T')-'=(K')-'-,
h =(1+iT ) ~ y,
M„=M, + Im(h y),

I'/2 =g I';/2 =Re(h ~ y),

I;/2 =I ~;I'.

(A8a)

(A8b)

(A8c)

(A8d}

(A8e)
sin (8, + 82)= 4x,x,

(A12)

In Eqs. (A10) and (All), x, =I', /I' are the reso-
nance branching ratios, and qg ~. .y and '52 are the
background elasticity and phase shifts. A further
constraint on the unitarity angles which follows
from Eq. (A9} is

Equations (A6)-(A8) generalize to any number of
channels. Note-that the complex Breit-Wigner cou-
plings h, are related to the K-matrix r'esidues y&

by the matrix 1+ i Te [Eq. (A8b)].4O Thus, for zero
background we recover the usual relation h; = y&.
However, if T is large and varies with mass, then
we cannot consistently choose y, to be slowly vary-
ing functions of mass and also obtain Breit-Wigner
couplings ~h,

~

which are well behaved. Similarly
[Eq. (A8c)j, M~ and Mo cannot in general both be
regarded as constants. To pick an extreme case,
if Ts - i 1 (maximal background), then we would
have to allow y; -~ in order to obtain nonzero
Breit-Wigner widths in Eq. (A8b). Thus, in order
to ensure smoothly behaved Breit-Wigner param-
eters, it appears easiest to work directly with the
representation of Eq. (AV).

The decomposition of Eq. (AV} is somewhat arbi-

Equation (A12) admits two solutions; the first sol-
ution, denoted (+}, can be chosen with 8, + 8, in the
first quadrant; the second (-) solution is the com-
plement of the (+) solution, m -8, -8„and lies in
the second quadrant. These solutions correspond
to the signs of the pairs (sin28„sin28, ), which are
unspecified by Eq. (All); the (+) solution corres-
ponds to the (+, +) sign pairing, and the (-) to the
(-, -) pairing. There are thus two and only two
discrete solutions for the unitarity phases 6;,
characterized by 8, + 8, being in the first (+) or
second (-}quadrants.

Given the background parameters q~, 5„and 6,
and the Breit-Wigner parameters M~, I'„and I'„
we can reconstruct the two discrete solutions for
the T matrix in Eq. (A7) corresponding to the (+)
and (-) unitarity phases. Our most useful result
concerns the cross-channel amplitude T„.Denot-
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(A13)

ing the Breit-Wigner contribution to Eq. (AV) by
T~, that is,

B R~» ~12 712&

low from Eqs. (A14a) and (A14b), namely,

l T„[= (x,x,)'~',

(A1Vb)

we obtain, after some algebra, the relations

T =(x x )' 'csin(5" + 8, + 8,) le' ' ''~+'2
(A14a)

Te = (x x )'~' sin(8, + 8,) e"'&"2l
I

R 8 BT" =( )'~'s' 512 1 2 7

where

5s =Arg(Ms -M+iI"/2).

(A14b)

(A14d)

The amplitudes Ti2 Y» a d Txa form three sides
of a triangle in the complex plane, as depicted in
Fig. 32. The most crucial unitarity constraint is
contained in the statement

Arg(T») =Arg(T~») + 5~ . (A15)

which follows from Eqs. (A14a) and (A14b). This
constraint fixes the angle between T» and T» in
Fig. 32, and illustrates the origin of the two dis-
crete solutions to the unitarity phases. Given the
magnitude of T~» from the Breit-Wigner param-
eters, there are precisely two ways to close the
triangle in Fig. 32, and these correspond to the
two solutions 0, + 6, and m —0, -0, for the unitarity
phases discussed above.

The relations given in Eq. (A14) ean be derived
algebraically from Eqs. (AV) and (A9)-(A12), and

they can also be read off from the geometry of Fig.
32, given the constraint of Eq. (A15). The latter
constraint is, in fact, quite general. In a multi-
channel case, the corresponding constraint mould
be43

(
Det(S) =exp 2il Q 5s + 5" ' . (A16)

j tel

In the two-channel case, Det(S) happens to be
closely related to Arg(T „)[cf. Eq. (Al)]. Equa-
tions (A14), though not intuitively obvious, exhibit
sensible behavior in the limiting cases: (a) for T- 0 we obtain T»-T~», (b) for 5"-0 (far from
resonance), we get T»-T~». In the limit T~»

-O(q~-1, 5„5,-0), we obtain 8, + 82-0 (m) for
the + (-) solutions and Tf -+(x,x,)'~me'~ (T~- -(x,x2)' 'e' ). Thus we may identify these sol-
utions as having, respectively, positive and nega-
tive relative couplings of the resonance to channels
1 and 2. Two important unitarity constraints fol-

(h }2=0

and as a result

QB +JR

B52= 62 .

(A18a)

(A18b)

(A19a)

Equations (A19a) and (A19b) hold to within -10' for
the domain x, &0.8 (x,& 0.2). Note that the relation

6, +6 =5, +5 +5 (A20)

is still exact, and is identical with Eq. (A15).
One difficulty in the above formalism is that the

partial widths I',- cannot be chosen independent of
the background. For example, the unitarity con-
straint of Eq. (A1Vb), which implies a minimum
coupling for (x,xm)'~', could in principle conflict
with other dynamical requirements such as SU(3)
symmetry or the OZI rule. Novoseller" has sug-
gested, in effect, a redefinition of the resonance
couplings that decouples these parameter s from
the background. The new couplings g, are obtained
from a unitary transformation on the h. , couplings,

g=(S' }'"a,
mhich preserves the total width

I/2 =gg, '=El', ]'.

(A21)

(A22)

The parameters g,. are real [this follows from Eq.
(A9)]. That the partial widths, I",/2 = g, m, are in-
dependent of the background can be seen from sub-
stitution for h, in Eq. (AV):

S =(S )' ~ 1+ . —~ (S }' '. (A23)
22gg

M -M-ir/2
Because S is manifestly unitary, the g, can be
chosen independent of unitarity constr aints. In

practice, the partial widths I', can be determined
once a solution is found for S~ and h.

The amplitudes T„and T» can be constructed
from Eq. (AV}. In practice, for the case of interest
in which x,» x2, it is a reasonable approximation
to write
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